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Before sunrise the four men left their hotel in Las Vegas and drove to the desert 
site. The Pyramid was to be erected beginning at seven, the early hour chosen to 
avoid crowds and the heat of the full sun. Few sightseers were up at that hour, but 
the television, movie, and still photographers were all present, making last minute 
checks on their equipment. 
 
Alan looked for John Greaves, the head engineer who had designed the pyramid 
with him, and who was in charge of erecting and maintaining the structure during 
its three week life. The design was elegant and efficient. At each of the four corners 
of the mile square pyramid site a concrete anchor had been sunk into the desert 
soil; defining the pyramid's base edges were half inch nylon cables hung twenty feet 
off the desert floor on poles located every 200 feet along the four mile perimeter. 
 
Clipped to the cable was the tubing adopted by Alan and Greaves to serve as 
both support and visible boundary for the pyramid. These base tubes, of golden 
mylar-coated nylon fabric, were ten feet in diameter; a smaller tube was enclosed 
within the larger one, designed to contain sufficient helium to counterbalance the 
weight of the fabric and the support cable. The larger tubes would be filled with air, 
making them stiff and rigid, so that these four mile-long cylinders would hang ten 
feet above the desert floor allowing free access to and from the inner area without 
people having to disturb the inflated structure. 
 
Also attached to the corner concrete bases were the nylon cables that would 
anchor the 175 foot diameter golden weather balloon soon to define the pyramid's 
apex as well as secure the ten foot tubes which would form the pyramid's edges. 
 
When the men arrived, the large blowers brought in to fill the base tubes with air 
had been positioned, and preparations were being made to pump helium into the 
inner chambers. Four tanker trucks equipped with high speed valves and nozzles to 
pump the helium had been moved to the four corners of the pyramid. 

"Whenever you're ready," Greaves told Alan. 
"All checked out?" 
"Perfect. There were a few leaks but we've patched them; no problems 
anticipated." 

 
"Let me warn the photographers and then we can go." Alan picked up a walkie- 
talkie and turned toward where the film crews were waiting. They had been told the 
system was designed to go up in time to catch the early morning sun just now 
appearing over the horizon; there were dozens of tripods set up beyond the eastern 
edge of the pyramid. The pyramid had been oriented to magnetic north with as 
much precision as possible, as was its model, the Great Pyramid at Giza. Reporters 
describing the New Pyramid, as it was being called, always mentioned this 
alignment as being even more precise than that of the Great Pyramid's which had 
been measured as being about 1/30th of one degree away from true with the points 



of the compass, even though it was somewhat easier to align the New Pyramid with 
precision optical meters and laser beams than it had been to align the Great Pyramid 
forty-five hundred years ago using only the stars. 
 
Alan alerted the camera crews and then nodded to Greaves who signalled his 
workers; they turned on the blowers and opened the valves releasing helium into the 
four base tubes. The tubes immediately billowed into life, the onrushing air swelling 
the sides as it moved down the tubes. From a distance it looked like a giant ball was 
rolling through the hanging fabric, turning the flat envelope into a bulging cylinder. 
The helium immediately offset the sag of the supporting cables. In fifteen minutes 
the four horizontal tubes were rigid, floating ten feet above the desert. 
 
The four trucks drove into the center of the pyramid and joined four others which 
were ready to begin pumping helium into the giant weather balloon now crumpled 
in the midst of the trucks. The blowers were connected to the four tubes that would 
become the pyramid's edges. Greaves gave the word; the helium valves were 
opened. 
 
Instantly the inrushing gas ruffled and swelled the golden fabric; from the center 
it rose like the morning sun on the horizon, expanding constantly. In three minutes 
the entire balloon was lighter than air. Even in this tentative form, a small sphere at 
the top and the remaining fabric hanging below like an inverted Golden teardrop, it 
was straining upward, held to the ground only by eight cables anchoring it to the 
trucks. For twenty minutes the balloon gradually expanded; when it was two thirds 
full and still filling, a giant sphere towering above the trucks and men below, Greaves  
ordered the blowers at the four corners turned on. 
 
The four tubes dilated as the air hit the, taking shape like awakening serpents 
seeking their common center in a slow motion ballet. The golden balloon with its 
glowing appendages was like a gigantic four limbed monster writhing its way upon 
the golden beach of the desert floor. The long tubes rippled and bulged as they 
filled, a movement constantly converging towards the center. The balloon was 
completely filled now, a sphere bright with the morning's sunlight. The valves were 
shut, then the cables were released simultaneously, and the giant balloon lifted from 
the ground bringing with it the great quivering tubes which even as they rose were 
still filling with air. When the entire gleaming mass lifted completely off the ground 
there was a great cheer from the workers, camera crews, reporters and sightseers 
who had been gathering at the pyramid site from the camper and tent cities in the 
far-off parking areas. 
 
There was more cable and tubing than distance to the center of the pyramid; the 
slowly ascending form snaked and thrashed its inner coils in the air; it seemed 
almost alive, impatient to float free. In the bright light of the rising sun the tubes 
glowed like captured sunbeams, shimmering as they unevenly danced into the clear 



sky. The balloon was rising steadily now, gradually straightening its unwieldy legs 
after it. 
 
The distances involved were so enormous that to the men of the ground 
watching the pyramid silently swim its way upward it seemed to be a toy balloon 
lifting four golden threads, until their eyes followed the threads down to where they 
became ten foot tubes firmly anchored to concrete pylons in the earth. The golden 
balloon still rose, its trailing golden lines undulating in the air in constantly lessening 
arcs as the slack decreased, the tubes stiffened. 
 
First one line, then another, went taut. With a slight bump the four cables 
reached their full extension and the 175 foot balloon held on its anchors. 
 
The pyramid was up. The tubes continued to swell along the rest of their length 
until they too were full. Within an hour from the time they had begun the entire 
mile square pyramid, the largest solid space ever outlined by man, was complete. 
 
* Excerpt from the novel The Silver Pharaoh 


